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Disclaimer

The purpose of this presentation is purely informative. The information contained in this presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including,

where relevant any fuller disclosure document published by Haya Real Estate, S.L. (together with any of its subsidiaries, “Haya Real Estate”). Any person at any time acquiring securities must do so only on the

basis of such person’s own judgment as to the merits or the suitability of the securities for its purpose and only on such information as is contained in such public information having taken all such profession

or other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate in the circumstances and not in reliance on the information contained in this presentation. No investment activity should be undertaken on the basis of

the information contained in this presentation. In making the presentation available, Haya Real Estate gives no advice and makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any securities or

investments whatsoever.

Neither this presentation nor any of the information contained therein constitutes an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements regarding Haya Real Estate’s financial position and plans for future operations. All statements other than statements of historical facts may be forward-

looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the notice and are subject to a number of factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from any expected

results in such forward-looking statements, including the risk factors identified herein and in our other reporting. Haya Real Estate expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any

forward-looking statement (except to the extent legally required).

Haya Real Estate uses certain alternative performance measures (APMs), which have not been audited, Adjusted EBITDA and Free Cash Flow, to benchmark and compare performance, both between its own

operations and as against other companies for a better understanding of Haya Real Estate financial performance. These measures are used, together with measures of performance under the International

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), to compare the relative performance of operations in planning, budgeting and reviewing the performance of its business. Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based

and other measures are useful and commonly used measures of financial performance in addition to net profit, operating profit and other profitability measures under IFRS because they facilitate operating

performance comparison from period to period and company to company. By eliminating potential differences in results of operations between periods or companies caused by factors such as depreciation

and amortization methods, historic cost and age of assets, financing and capital structures and taxation positions or regimes, Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based and other measures can provide a

useful additional basis for comparing the current performance of the underlying operations being evaluated. For these reasons, Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based and other measures are regularly

used by the investment community as a means of comparison of companies in the industry. However, these measures are considered additional disclosures and in no case replace the financial information

prepared under IFRS. Moreover, the way Haya Real Estate defines and calculates these measures may differ to the way similar measures are calculated by other companies. Accordingly, they may not be

comparable.

Regarding any data which may have been provided by third parties, neither Haya Real Estate, nor any of its administrators, directors or employees, either explicitly or implicitly, guarantees that these

contents are exact, accurate, comprehensive or complete, nor are they obliged to keep them updated, nor to correct them in the case that any deficiency, error or omission were to be detected. Moreover, in

reproducing these contents in by any means, Haya Real Estate may introduce any changes it deems suitable, may omit partially or completely any of the elements of this document, and in case of any

deviation between such a version and this one, Haya Real Estate assumes no liability for any discrepancy.
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• Uncertain macro context. Further potential lock-down measures in Spain could impact Q4´20 performance.

October already below internal expectations

9M & Q3´20- Key Highlights1

• Solid free cash flow generation of €46.5MM in 9M’20 (€47.0MM LTM) maintaining a strong cash conversion

>100%. Cash position of €93.6MM as of September 30th 2020

• Transaction Volumes of €1,599.2MM in 9M’20 (€3,050.0MM LTM) driving revenues to €126.5MM (€221.1MM

LTM) and Adjusted EBITDA to €36.0MM (€71.2MM LTM). Strong EBITDA margin in the quarter (35%)

• Continue to be focused on the COVID-19 contingency plan to mitigate top-line impact expected in FY 2020

• €651.9MM total volumes in Q3´20. Excluding large portfolios in both periods, reduction of -26% vs Q3´19.

Slight recovery activity in Q3´20 vs Q2´20 (Q2 completely impacted by the lock-down measures) mainly due to

higher commercial activity in REOs and REO Co activity

1

2

3

4

5
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2. Business and 
COVID-19 Update 
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Debt Servicing Business Update2

• Continue the lower activity in REDs cash collections volumes as a result of:

• Uncertainty around the evolution of the pandemic situation

• Lack of financing for buyers

• Portfolios and large “single name” transactions are not expected in 

2020. Potential portfolios sales in H2´21 if Banks feel more pressure

to speed up the recovery curve on NPAs as a result of the new NPL 

inflow that is expected to be generated by the COVID-19 crisis

• Moratoriums, expected to finish in Q2-Q3´21. However it will depend on the 

regulation and decisions from Central Banks and the Governments

• The impact of the crisis on our clients and Haya will be more clear once the 

moratoriums are finished.  Nonetheless, the COVID-19 crisis will imply a 

different type of NPA than previous financial crisis in Spain (2008): more  

residential mortgages & SMEs vs real estate developer loans

Debt Recovery (REDs)

• Courts continue open with some restrictions, recovering the activity and 

with a good outlook for Q4´20 in amicable solutions, however it will 

depend on the evolution of the pandemic

• Continue the activity with face to face meetings, visits 

etc.. 

• Recovery in DILs and friendly repossessions expected to 

continue a good trend in Q4´20

Amicable 

Solutions 

Litigation 

Process

• As announced, Q4´20 will not be a strong quarter due 

to delays in auctions in Q2´20 which will push 

transactions to close in 2021

REO Conversion 

Debt Servicing Business

Performance in Q4´20 and Q1´21 will continue depending on timing of moratoriums and the regulatory pressure for banks to divest of NPAs

If further lock-downs and economic deterioration, REDs will be impacted significantly as well as REO Co that will depend on the Courts’ activity  
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Real Estate Business Update2

Residential Assets Land & WIP assets Commercial Assets

• Continue to see a sustained commercial activity  

maintaining the pipeline during Q3´20 due to new 

leads

• However, the conversion from pipeline into sales is  

slower, impacted by:

• Delays in formalizing offers

• Lack/delays of financing

• Uncertainty around the macro situation

• Yet to be seen a clear impact on prices, but negative 

trend is expected in 2021 due to the outlook in 

residential market 

• We don’t expect any significant portfolio sales in 

2020 (usually concentrated in the fourth quarter of 

the year) 

• Most impacted by COVID-19 as a result of the  

situation of SMEs (closing of commercial shops 

and lower business activity)

• Continue the negative outlook. Very low new 

origination and demand as a consequence of 

the lack of interest from the buyers to acquire 

these assets due to the uncertainty of the 

evolution of the pandemic

• A higher supply is expected as a result of 

businesses closing and potential change in 

consumer habits

• The transactions closed are assets located in 

premium zones  

• As announced, the proposals received pre-COVID 

are either cancelled or have been postponed 

• Some partial recovery indicators seen. The new 

pipeline and activity have started to recover in 

Q3´20 which implies:

• Different type of buyer: small buyer vs 

large ones

• Demand for a granular product, 

lands<€500K

• Insignificant activity in transactions with 

the main developer companies in Spain 

• Continue the lack of financing. The transactions 

closed are financed through alternative sources 

of financing 

• The trend is expected to continue during

remainder of 2020 and Q1´21

REOs Business

Activity in Q4´20 and Q1´21 will depend on the evolution of the pandemic and the macro situation in Spain.

If further lock-down measures are implemented, the trend could be worse than expected
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Spanish Banking Sector 

Reorganization
Potential Sector Consolidation New Banking Sector

Spanish Banking Sector Overview2
2008-2019 2020 2021+

Banks 

merged 

agreed

Potential 

merger

?

Potential 

merger

?

How many Banks will result 

after the potential mergers?

The banking consolidation 

could force the Servicers 

consolidation

?

Due to the 2008 financial crisis which 

affected the Spanish banking sector, many 

banks had to merge, resulting in 12 banks 

(vs ~60 Banks + Savings Banks)
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Spanish Banking Sector – Implications for Haya2

Potential 

Threats

Potential 

Consolidation 

in the banking 

sector

New 

potential 

Clients

• Consolidate our position in the merged entities and extension of services due to:

• Strong historical track record and performance 

• Knowledge of the portfolio

• Proven track record in renewal of our existing contracts 

Existing 

clients

• Cancellation of 

contracts

• The contracts include a compensation fee if the contract is 

cancelled before the maturity

• Strong relationship and good historical performance

• Knowledge of the portfolio

• Independence of Haya from any financial institution 

• Maintenance of current contracts until the end of their contract term and look for renewal in the future
Continue 

“as is”

Risk Main Risk Mitigations

Existing 

clients

• In the mid term potential new clients and portfolios in the market to offer our services: 

• New portfolios and business as a result of bank consolidation 

• Increase in NPA volumes due to the COVID-19 effect

• Our main strengths:

• Leading multiclient independent servicer with large experience in managing portfolios

• Proven track record in servicing sector

• Unique platform with strong client focus and diversified service offering covering the 

entire value chain of NPLs and REOs. Strong know-how capabilities

• Scalable and independent technology platform 

Potential 

Opportunities
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3. Financial Review
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RED Volumes 9M´20 

€32,977MM

Key Financial Highlights – 9M´20 

Assets Under Management 

Sept.30 ´20

3
€288.3MM

LTM €547.6MM

€126.5MM
LTM €221.1MM

€46.5MM
LTM €47.0MM

€386.8MM

Avg. Volume serv. fee 3.51%

Avg. Mgmt. fee 0.20%

Cash conversion 129%

LTM Cash conversion 66%

€36.0MM
LTM €71.2MM

EBITDA margin 28%

LTM EBITDA margin 32%

Leverage ratio 5.4x

(1) Adjusted EBITDA is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, adding back €6.4MM of non recurring costs (restructuring labour process cost); (2) Free Cash Flow is defined as Adjusted 

EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital  

Revenues Free Cash Flow2 Net DebtAdjusted EBITDA1

Transaction Volumes 9M´20 

€1,599.2MM
LTM €3,050.0MM

REO Co Volumes 9M´20 

€464.8MM
LTM €816.8MM

REO Volumes 9M´20

€846.1MM
LTM €1,685.6MM
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RED Volumes Q3´20

Key Financial Highlights – Focus on Q3´203

€43.1MM €5.1MM

Avg. Volume serv. fee 3.35% Cash conversion 33%

€15.3MM

EBITDA margin 35%

(1) Adjusted EBITDA is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A; (2) Free Cash Flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital  

Revenues Free Cash Flow2Adjusted EBITDA1

Transaction Volumes Q3´20

REO Co Volumes Q3´20

REO Volumes Q3´20

€651.9MM

€185.3MM

€184.3MM

€282.4MM

RED volumes include 

€109MM NPL sold in 

Bankia
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103.6

56.2

73.2

49.5

22.3

20.8

199.1

126.5

9M´19 9M´20

Volume fee Management fee Other revenues

Transaction Volumes and Revenues Performance3

Transaction 

Volumes

(€MM)

Revenues 

(€MM)

REDs Volumes
• Volumes comparison impacted by the large portfolio (€496MM) sold in July´19 and

€109MM NPL portfolio sold in Q3´20 in Bankia. Excluding these effects, REDs activity

has decreased as a result of lower recoveries due to COVID-19 situation and Sareb’s

reduced scope in new contract and strategy focused on REO Conversion.

REO Co Volumes
• Lower recoveries mainly in Sareb due to litigation process management

(foreclosures), which have been excluded in the new contract

• Decrease in volumes also mainly impacted by the COVID-19 situation. Slight

recovery since May´20 when the Courts were opened again

REO Volumes
• Volumes comparison impacted by the large portfolio (€656MM) sold in Bankia in

July´19, excluding this effect:

• Performance impacted by COVID-19 across all clients, which has been

partially offset by a positive contribution from new portfolios

• Slight recovery in Q3´20 vs Q2´20 in most clients due to the general

improvement of the COVID situation

% volume servicing fee increase to 3.51% vs 2.90% in Q3´19 (Q3’19 impacted

by the large portfolio sales of NPLs and REOs)

Management fee decreases due to the new Sareb contract and the natural

evolution of the perimeters; partially offset by contribution from new portfolios

Other revenues remains stable as a result of good performance in ancillary services

offered to our clients which partially offset lower onboarding fees and the activity in the

Advisory division

2.90% 3.51%

5,087

286.4 221.1LTM

LTM 3,050

930.5
288.3

846.6

464.8

1,797.2

846.1

3.574,4

1.599,2

9M´19 9M´20

REDs REO Co REO
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10.7
6.2 3.2 4.5

11.6

6.5
4.1 4.2

4.1

1.2

2.4 0.4

26.3

13.8

9.6 9.0

Q4´19 Q1´20 Q2´20 Q3´20

Channel cost & AML REO Mangt.&Sale Costs RED Mangt.& Other

Focus on Costs3

Main Driver: REO volumes, ex portfolios

533 269 199

Operating Expenses Personnel Cost1

Direct Cost (€MM) Evolution (€MM)

Opex (€MM)

(1) Personnel cost in Q1´20 excludes €6.4MM of non recurring costs (restructuring labour process cost) 

272 • Higher channel cost as 

a result of higher REO 

volumes ex portfolios 

(+€73MM vs Q2´20). 

• Lower RED 

management 

(litigation costs). Q2’20 

impacted by a 

settlement related to 

litigation services 

carried out under 

former Sareb contract

• Cost reduction 

measures 

implemented as part 

of COVID-19 

contingency plan

• Increase in opex Q-

o-Q. Q2´20 

impacted by certain 

provision reversals 

after renegotiation of 

certain costs (IT and 

professional services)

6.3 6.3

2.7
5.1

7.2

0.0

0.1

0.1

13.5

6.3

2.7

5,2

Q4´19 Q1´20 Q2´20 Q3´20

Opex Non recurring & other

21.2 18.9 11.4 13.7

1,146

1,016

908 902

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

0,0

5,0

10,0

15,0

20,0

25,0

Q4´19 Q1´20 Q2´20 Q3'20

€MM # FTEs EoP

o Personnel cost decrease since 

Q4’19 due to:

• Restructuring process 

completed in April’20

• Voluntary returns of 

some employees to  

former employer

• Natural rotation, 

voluntary leaves

o Q3’20 cost in line with 

announced run rate of 

~€4.5MM/month 

(€14MM/quarter) - average 

personnel fixed cost 

o Q2´20 impacted by elimination 

of accrual of variable 

compensation for H1´20 due to 

COVID-19 situation
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• Strong liquidity position of €93.6MM at Sept.30,

2020. No short-term liquidity needs

• RCF partial repayment of €10.5MM in May´20,

maintaining amount drawn of €3.9MM

• Leverage ratio of 5.4x at the end of September ´20.

Expected to increase above this as a result of

reduction in R. EBITDA Q4’20 vs Q4’19

Free Cash Flow and Net Debt3
Free Cash Flow of €47MM LTM, with cash conversion of 66% ending September´20 with a strong liquidity position of €93.6MM 

(1) Free Cash Flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital. (2) Adjusted EBITDA LTM is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, 

adding back €8.2MM of non recurring costs (€6.4MM restructuring cost in 2020 and €1.8MM of M&A expenses in 2019)

Free Cash Flow1

FY 2019 9M´20

Total gross debt 471.5 480.4

Cash on Balance Sheet 64.3 93.6

Total net debt 407.2 386.8

Adjusted EBITDA LTM2 105.7 71.2

Leverage Ratio 3.8x 5.4x

(€ MM)

Cash & Net Debt Position

Highlights Highlights

(€ MM) LTM 9M´19 LTM 9M´20

Adjusted EBITDA2

114.3 71.2

Capital expenditures -12.5 -16.4

Change in working capital 3.8 -7.8

Free Cash Flow1

105.6 47.0

Cash conversion 92% 66%

• FCF of €46.5MM in 9M’20 (€47.0MM LTM)

continuing with an exceptional cash conversion of

129% (66% LTM)

• Strong collections during the year, reducing accounts

receivables by €62MM since Dec´19, resulting in a

positive working capital of +€22MM in 9M´20

• Significant reduction in receivables from Sareb

former contract.
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4. Conclusion
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Conclusion4

• Due to the seasonality of the business, usually most 

of the activity is concentrated at the end of 

March which was impacted by the beginning of 

COVID-19 crisis 

• Performance significantly affected by the 

pandemic decreasing 48% vs Q2´19 due to the 

lock-down period March-May´20

• Slight recovery signals in Q3´20 with a 

reduction of -26% in volumes vs Q3´19 

(excluding large portfolio sales in both periods)

• Uncertain macro context. Further potential lock-

down measures in Spain could impact Q4´20 

performance.  October already below internal 

expectations, mostly in REDs and REOCO. 

• Potential reduction in volumes vs Q4’19 of 30-40% 

due to impact of portfolio sales in Q4’19 not expected 

this year

Business Performance

Q1´20

Q2´20

Q3´20

Q4´20

Contingency Plan

• Contingency plan established (cost reduction 

measures)

• Liquidity preservation: €89MM cash position 

(€14.4MM RCF drawn in March´20)

• Efforts to reduce structural costs to mitigate 

partially the top line impact

• Strong cash position €91MM (€10.5MM RCF was 

repaid in May´20) 

• Cost reduction measures put in place partially 

offsetting decrease in revenues, maintaining EBITDA 

margins at 35% in the quarter

• Continue with a significant cash position of 

€94MM

• Focus on maintaining sustainable business 

margins for 2021

• Continue to focus on collections and cash

management.
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5. Annex 
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Assets Under Management5

Total 33,876

Asset under Management evolution (GBV1) 

(€ MM)

RED REO

15,522

18,354

AuMs EoP 2019 

Sareb Proforma 

Inflows from 

existing 

contracts

Outflow REO Co Inflow REO Co Outflows from 

sales/recoveries

AuMs EoP 9M´20

Increase Decrease

205

460 (562) 471

14,385

18,591

Total 32,977

(2,110)

664

(791)

(1) BBVA, Divarian and Apple perimeters included at Appraisal Value; (2) Adjustment mainly in Sareb´s new contract final perimeter 

(1,318)

Adjustments to 

perimeter2

637

12
625
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